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Is the property bubble
going to burst?
With concerns in the media as to whether property
prices in the UK are sustainable, Dr Harry Singh considers
whether dentists need to be worried

NEW
Hybrid Saddle Stools
Available in heights from 58cm to 77cm
Floating but lockable into a fixed position
With the Hybrid mechanism the user can
exercise core muscles while seated.
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The short answer is – no! There has been some discussion of late about London in particular.
Experts consider our capital city has well and truly bounced back but the rest of the country
is still working towards making up its losses (Chakrabortty, 2014). This means there’s plenty
of opportunity to make good purchasing deals elsewhere.

It’s all about location
DTEC Surgery Lighting
Close to perfect colour reproduction
Lighting ranges from 3,000-6,000 lux
Helps remove shadows & glare
Various models available with
or without LED’s
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Finding the right seller

Fundamental to success is getting property below market value. Successful investors also
consider who’s selling.
We’re looking for someone who has, perhaps, missed a few mortgage payments and credit
is on the line. Maybe they are getting divorced and need to split proceeds quickly. We’re
looking for a seller open to an offer below market value.
Essentially, you are looking for a win-win situation, for example to help sellers avoid
repossession, and for you to get a good deal. Always consider what the sellers want from
their situation and see if your requirements tally.

An interest in property

Made from epoxy powder
painted, electro zinc plated steel
3 shelf metal trolley with 3
electrical sockets under lower shelf
Various models available
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Simon Lambert of This is Money said this on the subject of a promising location: ‘Promising
means a place people would like to live and this can be for a variety of reasons. Where in
your town has a special appeal? If you’re in a commuter belt that has good transport? Where
are the good schools for young families? Asking these questions might sound over simplistic,
but they’re probably the most important aspect of a buy-to-let investment’ (Lambert, 2014).
I couldn’t agree more. One of my rules is that I only buy property in my local area. It takes
time to become an expert in one area, it makes sense to stick to your neighbourhood, as you
know the good and bad areas. Even knowing this in your own area will take time and research,
but once you have done it, it should be easier for you to spot a bargain.
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It’s important you take low interest rates into consideration when doing your sums – and be
prepared for rises.
The Independent quotes Stephen Johnson, managing director of Commercial Mortgages,
saying: ‘As the residential mortgage market settles into a new regime under the Mortgage
Market Review, we may see a boost in rental from those no longer able to become homeowners.
‘If this happens all parties, including investors and lenders, need to work to ensure growth
is sustainable. If interest rates rise this year, investors need to be comfortable that income
from properties will cover the higher rates that will follow.’
Your figures will look good now because interest rates are so low, but they can only go up,
so do build in a safety net.
Do always bear in mind that investments can go up or down, there are no guarantees.
However, I believe property investment is as popular and rewarding as it ever has been, as long
as you do your homework, remain ethical and keep as eye on reputable media reports.
For a list of references please contact julian@dentistry.co.uk.
HARRY WOULD LIKE TO SHARE his professional property secrets with his dental colleagues
free of charge. For further information, please visit www.dentalpropertyclub.co.uk.
The content of this article is for information purposes only and shouldn’t be relied upon when
making financial choices.
After qualifying from Leeds Dental School in 1996, Dr Harry Singh followed
the traditional VT, associate and principal routes in dentistry, owning three
dental practices along the way.
As well as practising dentistry, he started to invest in property and stumbled
upon some professional property secrets that helped to develop his business.
He now has a property portfolio valued at around £7 million.
Understanding that many dentists feel as isolated and trapped, Harry wants
to ‘give something back’ to his dental colleagues via the Dental Property Club.

